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Professional growers understand that each plant thrives under slightly different and
unique combinations of temperature, relative humidity or vapor pressure deficit, the CO2
content of their environment, light levels, and length of growing days. Our team at Tropos
Technologies has approached these climate control issues not from the standpoint of
equipment suppliers, but as growers trying to solve a set of problems for which we could
not find any available commercial solutions.
As minority partners and operators of a greenhouse in Buffalo, NY, growing lettuce and
hemp, we believe we have created an integrated system that will enable growers to select
their own set of desired combinations of temperature, relative humidity (RH), and CO2
levels using a patented, automated system.

Our experience growing high-CBD cannabis in our warehouse and
greenhouse in Buffalo shows that plants require four slightly different
sets of environmental conditions during their growing cycle in order to
maximize the value of the CBD/THC oils that the plants will produce:

Seed Propagation Room
or a Mothering Room

1

The initial stage is either a seed propagation room or a mothering
room. For seed propagation, the room needs relatively high
humidity, does not need CO2, and can use low-level lighting only
after leaves begin forming. The preferred method of propagating
new plants is using a known group of highly productive female
“mothering plants,” from which clippings are taken weekly and
planted in a “clone room”. The clone room is where the clippings
from mothering plants are propagated. The clippings need minimal
light, no CO2, and relatively high humidity and temperatures. The
mission here is to get the root systems started, not to start growing
or photosynthesizing.

Vegetative Room

2

The vegetative room is where the seedlings/clones should maximize
their growth of plant mass over a period of roughly 4 weeks. Most
growers prefer temperatures in a similar range to the clone room, but
with somewhat lower humidity levels. The 18-hour (plus or minus)
days and high CO2 and light levels maximize growth and prevent
the plants from flowering.

Flowering Rooms

3

The final growing stage in the flowering rooms, where plants are
moved from the vegetative room and placed into a photoperiod
of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness. Plants still want high
levels of CO2 and light. It is in the flowering rooms that the
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plants reach their maximum rates of transpiration. Vapor Pressure
Deficits must be carefully controlled for optimal growth. Grow
room temperatures and humidity need to be carefully monitored,
especially at night. Most growers choose to incrementally reduce
humidity in each successive week, to increase vapor pressure
deficit and maintain consistent plant growth. Each grower should
choose his or her own optimal climate conditions.

Drying Room

4

The final stage is the drying room, where plants are stripped and
dried prior to processing. This room should have relatively warm
temperatures, low humidity, and good ventilation to maximize
drying. No lighting or supplemental CO2 are necessary.

The challenge to a grower is how to accomplish the various sets of
climate conditions effectively, economically, and reliably, while always
avoiding the dew points that can create mildew, mold, and other crop
conditions that can destroy the value of the crop. This is especially
critical when the plants are transitioning from daylight conditions
when they are transpiring and growing rapidly, to darkened nighttime
conditions when temperatures are lowered. When plants sense the
arrival of darkness after a daytime of growth, they temporarily increase
their rate of transpiration. If the growing space is allowed to cool
without simultaneously lowering the RH in the growing space, mold
and mildew are likely to occur.

HOW CAN TROPOS
TECHNOLOGIES
CREATE AND
CONTROL
THE VARIOUS
DESIRED CLIMATE
CONDITIONS OF
A DEMANDING
GROWER?

It seems like all “solutions” to the temperature, humidity, and CO2
climate conditions in a growing space, other than the Tropos system,
are a mixture of separate components not originally designed to work
together. Most start with a commercial air conditioner for cooling
and heating, then add a dehumidifier with or without dessicants
for dehumidification. In a closed or semi-closed system, CO2 can be
added to the growing space. In dry climates (where water use is an
issue) many use wet walls for cooling, but cannot contain the CO2
added to the space. The patented Tropos system is very different, in
that it is designed from the start as an integrated system based on
professional process engineering to accomplish the specific goals
desired by growers who demand
exacting standards of performance in
an enclosed growing space. We call
our Tropos system process HCHC,
Heating Cooling Humidity
which stands for Heating Cooling
and CO2 Control
Humidity and CO2 control.

HCHC

Controlling temperature and humidity in an enclosed growing
space is very different from controlling temperature and humidity in
any non-growing space. The plants in a growing space are closely
spaced and all of the transpired water, the main byproduct of their
growing process, is trapped in the enclosure and must be addressed.
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The Tropos system, as part of controlling the temperature and humidity,
also performs an additional function that can be very important to
growers in dry climates: it recovers almost all of the transpired water,
treats it with UV light, and recycles it so it can be used again for
irrigation. Because we also capture much of the water from the natural
gas combustion used to power the Tropos system and to provide CO2,
we create a growing space with
water
near zero discharge water and
zero make-up water for growing.
purchase

ZERO

HCHC PROCESS
Electricity sold back to the
grid, generating more revenue
Natural
Gas
Recirculated
Humid Air (H2O)

Power to LED
Grow Lights

Engine Heat & Exhaust

TROPOS MIXING BOX

Promotes 40% increase
in photosynthesis
& plant growth

From engine exhaust and ambient air only;
water-neutral system virtually eliminates water
use, making it 100% more water-efficient than
conventional agriculture

Optimal Formula of Heating, Cooling,
Humidity & C02 (HCHC) to produce
ideal temperature & humidity

No pesticides needed, so no
chemicals in local groundwater
Patent US9161498

THE KEY
COMPONENTS
OF THE TROPOS
SYSTEM.
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The Tropos HCHC system for closed growing spaces is, in fact, an
integrated system, with multiple components designed to work
together to create HCHC results that can be computer-controlled by
the grower for each distinct growing space. The heart of the system is
a Central Utility Plant (CUP) that includes the following components:
1

A natural gas or propane fueled boiler to create hot water, plus
exhaust gas containing CO2 and water vapor;

2

An absorption chiller, powered by hot water from the boiler, that
can create chilled water;

3

A proprietary flue gas condensing heat exchanger;

4

In most climates, a cooling tower for the absorption chiller;
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5

Water piping, air and exhaust ducting, mounting pads, and electrical
wiring installation as necessary; and

6

Patented Tropos mixing boxes for each enclosed space requiring
different climate conditions at different times.

7

A natural gas-fueled engine/generator to provide electricity plus
waste heat and CO2.

Each Tropos mixing box will have its own copyrighted computer
control panel and software, through which the grower can enter the
desired temperature, RH, and CO2 levels for different times of the day.
These control panels can be tied into and controlled by a standard
greenhouse automated control system.

HCHC

provides active, constant computer
controlled integration of heating and
cooling energy

Rather than using electricity to power various heating, cooling, and
dehumidifying products, the Tropos system shifts the energy source
to thermal energy. Thermal energy is significantly less expensive
than electricity on a BTU to BTU basis due to the higher efficiency
attainable. We use natural gas as our energy source,
Thermal
partly because the value of the CO2 produced by the
Energy is
system is worth almost as much as the cost of the
natural gas. Most Tropos installations will have a lower
initial cost than conventional components, especially
where cogeneration of electricity is required. That is
times less
because Tropos is primarily powered by natural gas and
expensive
waste heat rather than electricity, likely saving millions
of dollars overall. We use a conventional boiler to create hot water and
CO2. We use the hot water to power an absorption chiller that creates
chilled water that can be used in our patented Tropos mixing boxes to
cool and de-humidify the air going through the mixing boxes. We also
use hot water to re-heat the chilled air in the mixing boxes to above the
dew point before it is returned to the growing spaces.

6-8

Humidity
Temperature

CO2 Levels

TROPOS MIXING BOX
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Each patented Tropos mixing box has its own easily programmed
operating panel that actively controls the temperature, humidity,
and CO2 levels in its controlled growing space. The mixing boxes
mix variable air volumes from outside the space, inside the space,
and from the cooled CO2-rich boiler exhaust, and with controller
input from sensors inside the growing space, create and maintain
the desired conditions in the growing space. As part of the process,
most transpired water plus water from the natural gas combustion
is condensed, captured, treated, and can be re-used as clean water.
The Tropos system is designed to operate with positive pressure
within each growing space in order to maintain a pest-free and clean
environment.
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WHAT DOES A
TROPOS SYSTEM
COST TO INSTALL
AND OPERATE?
Hypothetical
Installation

Mothering
Room (1)

Clone Room (1)
Clone Chambers (10)
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Because each customer will want to control different total areas
and different numbers of separately controllable growing spaces
and will be located in different climates with different installation
requirements, no generic pricing estimate is possible. For illustration
purposes only, we are providing the following hypothetical installation
for a cannabis grower.

• 1 mothering room of 1,500 square feet
• 1 clone room of 240 square feet, with 10 clone chambers
measuring 3 feet x 4 feet each = 120 square feet, plus working
space of 120 square feet
• 1 vegetative room measuring 2,000 square feet
• 6 flowering rooms of 3,000 square feet each = 18,000 square
feet total
• 1 drying room of 2,500 square feet
• A total of 24,240 square feet of controlled environment space.

Vegetative
Room (1)

A system such as the above would require:
• Eight patented Tropos mixing boxes
• One 350 hp boiler with economizer
• One 225 ton (+/-) absorption chiller

Flowering
Rooms (6)

• One flue gas condensing heat exchanger
• One hybrid cooling tower
• Installation including piping, electrical, ductwork, water
recovery system piping, mounting pads, etc.

Drying Room

=

24,240 ft2
Total Required
Growing Space

A Tropos climate control system uses many conventional components
that are selected by our engineers to work together with our
patented and proprietary Tropos systems to create an integrated,
professionally engineered climate control system for growing spaces
that can be guaranteed to work together to create the desired
results. By carefully sizing and selecting these components, a Tropos
system will likely have a similar or lower initial cost compared with
a properly sized conventional system, but the Tropos system should
have substantially lower operating costs and better performance than
available conventional systems.
If a customer is restricted by availability of electricity, has high electricity
demand, or would otherwise like to have CHP to provide electricity, the
exhaust from the engine can be easily adapted and integrated to provide
CO2 and heat to power a Tropos system.
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The cost of the CO2 is the real wild card. Supply of CO2 into an open
growing space is virtually impossible to calculate, as it escapes the
greenhouse, and thus is never really allowed to reach desired levels.
Providing liquid or compressed CO2 into a closed space, such as a
grow room, is one of the highest costs of enhancing plant growth
and is avoided with the Tropos system. The cost of obtaining and
treating water can be very high in some locations and is also avoided
by the Tropos system. Finally, as previously mentioned, the shift from
primarily electric to primarily recovered thermal heat rounds out the
operating cost advantage of the Tropos system compared to virtually
any other methodology available.

TROPOS HCHC VS.
CONVENTIONAL HVAC
A Cost, Quality + Production Comparison
SOURCE OF ENERGY
GRID POWER
ELECTRICITY

NATURAL GAS
ENGINE/BOILER

TROPOS HCHC

$

LOW COST
required for pumps,
fans, etc.

$

HIGHEST COST
electricity

$

LOW COST heat
source from exhaust
to operate HCHC
through mixing box
+ chiller

$

HIGHEST COST
electricity

(Electricity for lights + controlled environment)

CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
EQUIPMENT

COMPUTER CONTROLLED

CONVENTIONAL HVAC

TROPOS HCHC
Boiler, chiller, mixing box +
piping

$

CONVENTIONAL HVAC
Air handlers, dehumidifiers,
C02 equipment, etc.

MODERATE COST
Fully controlled
by grower

$

MODERATE COST
Fragmented controls

ADD C02

$

NO COST

$

HIGH COST

WATER USAGE

$

NO COST

$

HIGH COST

PLANT GROWTH

HIGH GROWTH
(20-30% above
average)

MODERATE GROWTH
(Average)

PLANT QUALITY

HIGH QUALITY
(low rejections due
to mold + mildew)

AVERAGE QUALITY
(rejects up to 50%)
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Summary of Grower Benefits | Tropos HCHC Controlled Environment System
• Moderate capital cost

• Grower-controlled system

• Low operating cost
• Water neutral
• High plant growth with high yields as Tropos
eliminates mold + mildew problems

THE TROPOS
GUARANTEE.

• High-production

• Consistent

• Reliable

• Dynamic

• Profits for fast payback to owners

Tropos cannot guarantee what a grower can grow using our patented
system, but our engineers can guarantee that our systems can create
and maintain the selected levels of temperature, humidity and CO2
in each controlled growing space within a guaranteed range of each
parameter. We can also guarantee that we can avoid the dew points
that can create mildew, mold and other crop problems.
Putting all of this together, the Tropos system is a fully integrated,
controllable, conformable, and economical system that is your best
option for controlling climate in a cannabis grow space.

WANT TO
LEARN MORE?
Visit tropostechnologies.com or call
Paal Elfstrum at 917.502.1863.

tropostechnologies.com
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